“Non-tokens”: When Tokens Should not Count as Evidence of Sign Use
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Abstract
Lemmatised corpora consist of tokens as instantiations of signs (types). Tokens usually count as evidences of the signs’ use. Frequency of tokens is an important criterion for the lexical status of a sign. In combination with metadata on the signers’ sociolinguistic backgrounds such as age, gender, and origin these tokens can also be analysed for regional and sociolinguistic variation. However, corpora may also contain instances of sign use that do not reflect the sign use of the person uttering them. This is particularly true for metalinguistic discussions of signs, malformed signing and slips of the hand as well as other phenomena such as copying/repeating signs of the interlocutors or from stimulus material. In our presentation we list and discuss different kinds of sign use (tokens) that should either not be counted as proof of a sign type at all or at least not as evidence of regular sign use by that particular person. Examples of these “non-tokens” are either taken from the DGS Corpus or from uploaded video answers of the DGS Feedback. We also discuss some implications on how to annotate these cases.
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1. Introduction
In a sign language (SL) corpus continuous stretches of signing are made accessible permanently (recorded on film) and lemmatised as running text from end to end without gaps. By this signs, linguistic phenomena and patterns can be analysed in context. Each individual manual activity that can be interpreted as a sign is tagged and has to be dealt with in annotation (lemmatisation). Occurrences of signs in signed utterances are usually taken as evidence for a sign’s existence and use. The advantage of having a large corpus is that ideally one can have many tokens from different signers as evidence for one particular sign. Metadata of the signers (e.g. their regional rooting, SL acquisition age, age, gender etc.) can be used to analyse the distribution of a sign and its use or of other linguistic phenomena and patterns across different regions and groups of signers (e.g. see Langer et al. 2014). However, some signs (tokens) in a corpus are not evidence of regular sign use by that particular person, for example when citing others in a metalinguistic comment on signs, malformed sign use or copying signs from the interlocutor or from stimulus material. Other (manual) activities appearing to be signs are not signs at all or signs from other sign languages. Depending on their number, it seems reasonable and useful to classify and tag these kinds of tokens in order to be able to include or exclude them from analyses according to the particular research question.

1.1 Background
The DGS Corpus Project is a long-term project with two major goals: building a lemmatised and annotated reference corpus of German Sign Language (DGS) and compiling a general DGS Dictionary on the basis of this corpus data. A major focus is on how to annotate a corpus in a way that best serves as a multi-purpose language resource for all kinds of research questions. At the same time there is also a strong lexicographical interest focusing on individual signs, their forms, variants, use, and distribution.

1.2 Sources of Examples
Examples for this paper are drawn from two quite different sources of data: annotated corpus material including free conversation as well as highly metalinguistic and context-dependent signed comments on stimuli presented in an online survey (called DGS Feedback) and recorded with a webcam.

1.2.1 DGS Corpus Material
The DGS Corpus contains over 1150 hours of footage and about 615 hours of filmed signing. A considerable portion of this data is being lemmatised, annotated and made accessible to become a reference corpus for German Sign Language (DGS)¹. During the data collection phase (2010-2012), 330 signers where filmed in 12 different locations across Germany. The filming session for each pair of informants (signers) took place at one day and lasted about 6-7 hours (including breaks). In order to encourage the signers to keep interacting and talking to each other, a third signer (a trained deaf moderator) led through the sessions and through up to 20 different tasks. All tasks with exception of elicitation of isolated signs (see 2.1.1) were designed to record fluent natural (or near-natural) signing in context. Some tasks were more pre-structured and staged than others, several tasks involved talking about deaf-related topics or telling about one’s life and personal experiences. One task is a free conversation in absence of the moderator on anything the informants liked to sign about. (For more detailed information on data collection and technical aspects cf. Nishio et al. 2010, Hanke et al. 2010).

Some of the filmed conversations contain tokens that have to be dealt with in annotation but should not be regarded as normal sign use of this person. Some of these “non-tokens” are metalinguistic sign use and appear either spontaneously or in the conversation task Young

¹ A representative part of the data is published from 2015 on as a subcorpus (DGS Corpus Project, 2015-2016).
vs. old signs which was specifically designed to provoke metalinguistic utterances.

1.2.2 Answers to DGS Feedback

In the project, one intermediary step towards a corpus-based dictionary is the compilation of a preliminary basic dictionary (for more detail cf. Langer et al. 2014). In the process of compiling the basic vocabulary lemma sign candidates (including their variant forms and presumed meanings/senses) are presented in an online survey called DGS Feedback to be commented upon by signers. The answer options include the possibility to record a signed answer or comment via a webcam and upload it to our server. Why is this material interesting? These signed answers and comments are highly metalinguistic in content and very context-dependent in that they directly refer to the stimuli presented on the web page – often by a form of citation of or reference to the stimulus sign. On the one hand, the answers contain valuable information on sign use, and on the other hand, they are densely packed with all kinds of tokens that are some sort of “non-tokens”. In order to make use of this information the uploaded signed answers have to be made accessible by some kind of annotation. Whether they are selectively lemmatised and annotated or continuously as running text – in both cases one has to decide which occurrences of signs qualify to count as evidence of a sign and which do not (“non-tokens”). Therefore, this material is a valuable source, a testing ground, and ideal example for the “non-token” issue discussed here.

When using webcams for recording, the signing may be adapted to the limited field of view (and speed) of the webcam and provoke other kinds of special, non-standard tokens of signs (for this aspect see 4.2.4).

2. Influence of Elicitation Task

A good corpus should cover a variety of text types showing different uses of signs including metalinguistic ones. It is common practice in SL corpus building to have data collection sessions with more or less staged communicative events to record signing. For this aim different tasks can be designed that may influence the signs’ use.

2.1 Narratives and Conversation

Signed narratives, conversations or discussions can contain incidences of “non-tokens” that in corpus annotation might be useful to tag separately. In normal conversation talking about signs is just one of the many topics that can come up. Depending on introductory questions or given topics – e.g. acquisition of sign

language, communication in school, family or at work, experiences with hearing persons, or communication while travelling in foreign countries – the documented signed texts are more or less likely to contain metalinguistic use. In the DGS Corpus we found examples for this kind of singing in several tasks including free conversation, young vs. old signs, and elicitation of isolated signs.

2.2 Elicitation of Isolated Signs

Eliciting individual signs by asking informants what sign they use for presented concepts is a elicitation method that has been widely used in SL research, specifically in studies on lexical variation and for compiling dictionaries. It is discussed here separately because it prompts metalinguistic responses from interviewees that often include one particular kind of tokens showing signs that the informant knows of but normally does not use in a natural signing environment, except when talking about these signs (see 3.1, category (b)). Stimuli for eliciting isolated signs are e.g. a picture, a fingerspelled word, a written word, sometimes with a short contextual hint, or a combination thereof. Ideally, one stimulus should evoke a single concept to be expressed by a (lexical) sign. The spontaneously given response to this kind of stimulus normally is an isolated sign that is used by the interviewee to express the intended concept. However, answering to prompts for isolated signs is a very unnatural communication situation in which the interviewees are highly aware of its sole purpose of collecting signs as signed representations of concepts or signed equivalents of written words. In their responses, signers sometimes show not only their own sign but also other lexical variants they know of. These (lexical or phonological) variants may or may not be used by the interviewees themselves. Sometimes informants provide explicit or implicit contextual clues to indicate whether they use these additional variants themselves or not. Often they just list variants with no indication whether they use the signs actively or not. One solution to this problem is to only consider the first – presumably most spontaneously given – answer to a stimulus and leave out the following signs in the analysis because their use or non-use is not explicitly made clear. Although untypical for corpus data (usually aiming at documenting connected natural signing) this elicitation method has been used as one of several tasks in some SL corpus data collections and has also been used in the DGS Corpus.

3. Kinds of “Non-Tokens”

The issue of this paper has been called “non-tokens” but actually the signs discussed are tokens, but are special with regard to their empirical status – whether they

2 Furthermore, such a collection of answers and comments could be regarded as a corpus of a very specific (metalinguistic) form of signing that might be worth of lemmatisation and analysis in its own right. For example, it seems to be great material to examine how metalinguistic citations and references are marked (e.g. body body shifts, facial expressions). If one were to lemmatise and annotate material of this kind the issue of how to handle different kinds of “non-tokens” would be a very prominent one.


4 Cf. for example Stamp (2014, 5): “Many participants produced multiple examples of signs and, as a result, either the variant stated to be the sign, or if not stated, the first variant produced, was coded.”


6 The elicitation task is only a small portion of the data: With 22 hours it accounts for 3.5 per cent of the filmed signing.
should count as proof of the sign or the sign’s use or not in the light of a given research question. Whether a token is a “non-token” or not is not an on-off decision but a matter of degree and perspective. A metalinguistic token of the sign X as in “I don’t use X” might be taken as evidence that the sign X exists (token status) and that the signer knows this sign, it might also be counted in a general token count for frequency of the sign, but it may be a “non-token” of sign use by this particular person as a representative of e.g. a certain region when doing a distributional analysis of where a certain sign is used. Malformed tokens of signs produced as slips of the hand might be “non-tokens” in an investigation of normal sign form, but might be the only tokens of interest in a study on slips of the hands. These examples show that it would be very useful to identify, classify and label tokens with various “non-token” potential in a corpus as part of the such enriched annotation. This enables researchers to include or exclude tokens of these special kinds and thus to be more precise in the use of the corpus and avoid certain groups of noise in the data they choose for their analyses. In the following sections we will discuss different types of potential “non tokens”.

3.1 Metalinguistic Reference

Any kind of metalinguistic reference to individual signs does not necessarily reflect typical sign use of the signer and should be identified and labelled.

3.1.1 Metalinguistic Reference to an Existing Sign

The first type of our catalogue of “non-tokens” is a metalinguistic reference to an existing DGS sign. The reference consists of an execution of the sign that is being referred to. Such a token does not necessarily indicate that the signer would use this sign in non-metalinguistic signing. Metalinguistic references could be either:

(a) a reference to an existing DGS sign also used by the signer, or
(b) a reference to an existing DGS sign that is normally not used by the signer.

In many cases the context will clarify which one of the above cases apply. (Think for example about the following utterances: (a) “I always sign X” vs. (b) “In Bavaria they use the sign X” (signed by a non-Bavarian signer). Tokens of the type (a) are pieces of conscious introspective information rather than an unconsciously and spontaneously produced evidence of sign use by a particular person. These tokens still could count as evidence of sign use by that person but nevertheless they should be labelled as metalinguistic reference.\footnote{Not always does introspective information of one’s own language use correspond with the unconscious language use in real life.}

Tokens of the type (b) could be interpreted as a conscious introspective piece of information on the existence and use of the sign itself but it would be misleading to include tokens of this kind for example in a distributional analyses of tokens linked with the signers’ individual metadata (e.g. regional rootedness for regional distribution).

In cases where it cannot be decided whether (a) or (b) applies, one should stay on the safe side and assume (b) or open up a third category c) for these unclear cases. Consider example 1. In the free conversation task with the moderator not being present, two female informants (A and B) discuss the use of the DGS sign WOMAN1. The sign’s form is iconically motivated: The B-handshape traces the breast of a woman. Some signers, especially women, dislike the sign because they feel that it is not politically correct. First B asks A for her sign for ‘woman’ by fingerspelling the German word. A’s answer is WOMAN3 – one example for the above-mentioned category (a). Then B starts talking about the debate showing the sign WOMAN1. A knowing about the debate anticipates the sign so that both nearly synchronically make the sign WOMAN1.

Example 1: Metalinguistic Reference (b)

Token 2 and 4 are examples of category (b), but a little later in the conversation there are also examples of category (c) when A repeats two other signs for ‘woman’ that B has shown before A’s utterance (see example 2).

Example 2: Metalinguistic Reference (c)

Metalinguistic references of the type (b) also cover cases when signers talk about what signs other groups or individual signers use or have been using (for example old, young, hearing, or deaf signers, signers from certain regions, CODAs, interpreters, father, grandmother etc.). In example 3, when discussing old versus young signs, informant A contrasts the sign of her grandmother with her own sign for ‘banana’.

Example 3: Metalinguistic Reference (a, b)

This kind of reference where the signer recalls a sign from memory can be distinguished from a reference (d) where the signer refers to a sign from his/her interlocutor as shown below in example 9, sign 2.\footnote{Of course, signers like speakers adapt unconsciously their language use to their interlocutor. Often this remains unnoticed and wouldn’t be labeled.}
When signers metalinguistically refer to signs of a foreign sign language this is also a case of metalinguistic reference (f).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENGLANDS</td>
<td>INDEX1</td>
<td>YES1B</td>
<td>GEST-HEAD-SHAKING</td>
<td>YES-CORRECT</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>english</td>
<td>In England they don’t sign YES1B, but YES-CORRECT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 4: Metalinguistic Reference (a, b)

In this example, it clearly is not a case of regular use of a borrowed sign of foreign origin but a metalinguistic reference to the foreign sign normally not used by the signer. It would be useful to be able to distinguish metalinguistic reference to a foreign sign from regular use of a borrowed sign.

A special case of metalinguistic reference (f) is when signers talk about signs that they have been using in the past, but do not use anymore at the present time.

### 3.2 Un-Tokens (often contrastive)

A very common communicative pattern or strategy in DGS is to name the opposite or complementary fact or thing with negation – either by headshake and or facial expression alone or in addition by an explicit negation sign – followed by the fact or thing that one wants to express positively. This pattern works with contrasts between the negated and the positively expressed parts of the message. (The following made-up examples illustrate this pattern: CHEESE-neg NOT – SAUSAGE ‘not cheese but sausage’ or FREE-neg NOT – WORK ‘not having spare-time but having to work’.) This strategy can also be used in metalinguistic signing about a non-sign vs. sign or non-use of a sign vs. use of a sign in a specific sense resulting in what we call contrastive un-tokens in the negated part.

In the DGS Feedback answers we find many examples for these kinds of un-tokens. The negated token can concern the sign as a whole (“non-sign”), a particular wrong execution of the sign (“non-form”) or a particular use of the sign with regard to meaning (“non-use”).

Example 5, taken form the DGS Feedback answers, the signer refers to a presented signed question item with his own sign for cheese (1, regular token), then copies the stimulus sign (3, un-token) marking it with a headshake and the following sign NOT1 in the sense of ‘not used’ and then repeats his own sign (6) as information of what sign he uses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHEESE2B</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>CHEESE2A</td>
<td>NOT1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>CHEESE2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kase</td>
<td>kase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My sign for ‘cheese’ is CHEESE2B, not CHEESE2A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 5: Un-Token

Not all un-tokens are contrastive tokens, in principle tokens could also be negated without being followed by their positive counterpart. The point here is that the token in question is deliberately and clearly negated or declared as wrong or not being used to indicate that this in not the correct sign, sign form, or sign use.

In the following example 6 informants A and B are talking about their experiences as being deaf, in particular about their relation to and communication with their (hearing) parents. A cites a malformed sign her mother uses for ‘important’ – with U- instead of V-handshape – and her attempt to teach her mother the correct form IMPORTANT1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOTHER 2</td>
<td>SIGN1</td>
<td>IMPORTANT1*</td>
<td>mutter</td>
<td>wichtig</td>
<td>IMPORTANT1*</td>
<td>un-token</td>
<td>ographed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My mother signs IMPORTANT1*.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 6: Un-Token

Example 7 is a DGS-Feedback comment to the stimulus WOMAN1/frau with the meaning of ‘woman, female’. The stimulus sign (1) is copied as reference to the stimulus and then marked as un-token by the following comment (“I don’t use this.”). This is an example of an un-token with regard to meaning because the signer uses this sign, but in combination with another mouthing only to express the meaning ‘breast’ (example 7, sign 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOMAN1</td>
<td>SIGN1A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>USE1</td>
<td>NOT1</td>
<td>WOMAN1</td>
<td>YES1A</td>
<td>ich</td>
<td>benutze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t use the sign WOMAN1 for ‘woman’, but for ‘breast’.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 7: Un-Token and Metalinguistic Reference

### 3.3 Copy of Stimulus (Reference)

When signed stimuli are used for prompting signers to comment about these signs – as it is done in the DGS Feedback – signers in their metalinguistic comments or answers often refer to these prompts either by copying the stimulus sign – here called copy of stimulus – or by using their own sign (see example 5, sign 1) for the same concept. Tokens that copy the presented stimulus sign for the sole purpose of referring to them are tokens that cannot count as evidence for a sign’s existence or use, because they are pre-specified by the context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOMAN1</td>
<td>SIGN1A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>USE1</td>
<td>NOT1</td>
<td>WOMAN1</td>
<td>YES1A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 7: Un-Token and Metalinguistic Reference

---

9 This has to be differentiated from cases where signers use signs of foreign origin non-metalinguistically in their normal signing – those cases could be either indications of borrowing or instances of code mixing.

10 It does not matter here whether the stimulus is a real sign or a non-existing, made-up sign form or whether an existing stimulus sign is presented correctly (e.g. with a correct meaning) or incorrectly (e.g. with an incorrect, unusual or unknown meaning). In the DGS Feedback we present non-existent made-up signs as distractors along with existing signs.
Often the copy of a stimulus is not only used to refer to the presented item but is also commented upon which either makes the copy a un-token sign 3 in example 5 and sign 1 in example 7 are not only un-tokens but also at the same time copies of the stimulus.

4. Non-Signs of the SL

Some manual activities within the continuous sign stream look like signs and are part of the utterances but in fact are not part of the respective target sign language. However, such tokens may be part of the utterances, are needed for a correct interpretation and cannot be left out without loosing content of the utterance. This means that they cannot be skipped for annotation. For a corpus on DGS, all tokens that are not DGS sign use should be tagged. We propose the following types of non-signs or non-DGS signing respectively.

4.1 Gestures of Hearing Persons

Sometimes signers talk about gestures used by hearing persons either in communication attempts with deaf or among themselves. In the following example informant A tells informant B about her colleague who had learned the gesture for ‘tasty’ during his trip to Italy:

![Example 8: Copy of Gesture](image)

In the course of the conversation, both signers use the gesture and also use their own signs for ‘tasty’. Informant A marks the difference between her own sign TASTY3 and B’s sign TASTY1:

![Example 9: Metalinguistic Reference (a, b)](image)

Interestingly, just before showing her own sign TASTY3 (5), A produces a mixed form (4) with the location of TASTY3 (belly) but the circling movement of TASTY1 (instead of repeated tapping). It is a malformed metalinguistic reference and interpreted as a slip of the hand (see below 4.2.2) that is immediately followed by a self-correction (5).

4.2 Malformed or Deviated Sign Forms

The next group consists of tokens that are in some way malformed or have deviated sign forms. They appear in normal (i.e. non-metalinguistic) signing contexts. Sometimes these tokens slip by unnoticed by the signer (cf. sign 5 in example 9), sometimes they are noticed and self-corrected.

4.2.1. False Starts and Aborted Tokens

Some tokens are instances where the signer starts to produce the sign and the hands move to the beginning of the sign but do not finish executing the sign completely. Sometimes one can guess at the intended sign, sometimes not. Unfinished signs can be false starts or aborted signs. Often false starts are indicated by a facial expression or a subsequent headshake when the signer becomes aware of the near-mistake and produces a correction. Annotation guidelines have to specify how to treat false starts and aborted tokens and whether to tag them at all. If they are tagged, they should be labelled in a specific way in order to search for them separately or to exclude them from token counts and analyses.

4.2.2. Slips of the Hand

Sometimes signers accidently use the wrong sign or execute a sign with a wrong parameter. These instances are known as slips of the hand. They can pass by unnoticed or they can be self-corrected by the signer. Sign 4 in Example 9 is an example of slip of the hand followed by the correct sign.

While slips of the hand are an interesting topic of investigation in their own right (e.g. cf. Leuninger et al. 2004), for most other analyses one would rather exclude them from all counts and therefore need to label them accordingly.

4.2.3. Trying out or Searching for Signs

Sometimes in conversation but even more so in elicitation tasks for single signs, a signer is searching for the right sign or sign form he/she wants to use – visibly thinking “out loud” and in the process trying out several different signs or slightly different sign forms before arriving at the searched-for sign. These forms should not be regarded as tokens in their own right and be labelled accordingly.

In the conversation task Young vs. old signs informant A and B (from example 3) try to remember an old sign for ‘parents’. B first shows a form like scratching her cheek with the fingertips of her 4-bent-handshape. Immediately, B reacts in raising her arm and wiggling with her index and middle finger. While B is in doubt and shows her own sign for ‘parents’, A continues to try out, moving both fingers to her cheek, then making small movements downwards while bending the fingers slightly as B did with four fingers. B copies the sign from A and shows a negative facial expression while A confirms that she at least knows this sign.

4.2.4. Adapted Tokens (Limited View of Webcam)

In cases where the camera field of view is limited to a small window – for example when recording with a webcam – signers sometimes subconsciously or consciously adapt their signing to fit into the window. They may for example change the place of articulation. In one feedback answer the signer showed his sign for ‘hunger’ twice: The first token of HUNGER was executed at the stomach – the normal place of articulation for this sign –

---

11 As opposed to other manual activities that are not part of the linguistic utterance such as scratching one’s nose, pushing one’s back, rubbing or tapping nervously one’s fingers or shaking the hand to loosen tense muscles. These manual activities are generally not annotated.

12 As one would probably do in a selective spot transcription coding only tokens of interest, leaving out all others.
and therefore almost completely outside the view of the camera, the second token of HUNGER was executed at the chest – wrong place of articulation – to show handshape and the movement within the view of the camera. The second token of HUNGER is an example for an adapted token. Another example was the answer to the stimulus ‘cheese’ already discussed in example 5. The answer continued after a short break with another token of the sign CHEESE2B but this time adapted in form (both orientations changed in relations to each other) to show the handshapes clearly in the view of the camera and make sure that the handshape is visible from the front. These adapted sign forms should not be treated as normal instances of the sign with regard to form but should be labelled as adapted or annotated as deviant forms when lemmatising.

5. Consequences for Annotation
The various examples in this paper show that some tokens in running signed texts should not qualify as evidence for a sign’s existence or for the use of a particular sign by the particular signer. It would be wise to label cases that are coming to one’s attention accordingly. This allows for conscious decisions on whether to include or exclude tokens of certain kinds from analyses. One could argue that the percentage of non-tokens is not large enough to worry about them but our impression is that the percentage might be much larger than originally thought. SL corpora are much smaller than written text corpora and rely on only a relatively small number of individual signers. Therefore, even a single discussion like that described in example 1 and 2 can influence or distort results of analyses when not labelled properly and “non-tokens” not being excluded from certain kinds of analyses.

For the time being, we annotate all cases of “non-tokens” with metadata to the token tags, using an open vocabulary corresponding to the categories presented in sections 3 and 4. The vocabulary also contains some grouped values in order not to complicate the annotation too much for the first-pass annotators in cases where a categorisation is not straightforward. This approach is a preliminary version only. While it allows us to keep track of the cases already identified and to do some analysis, it does not yet allow iLex to automatically integrate the “non-token” flags into account when computing token counts. For this, a more sophisticated solution needs to be implemented once we have enough evidence that the current categorisation is both stable and manageable for the annotators.
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